**U.S. Firm Moves To Develop Travel Fishing Enterprise In Trinidad**

The arrival of the travel-engaged M.V. Arthur on Port of Spain recently signaled the start of a fishing venture in this country. The enterprise, known as the Travel Fishing Enterprise, was launched by Mr. D. T. R. L. for his company.

**BANDSMAN FROM X.C.**

**Baseball First Round**

The baseball first round will be played in the city, before a packed crowd at Hastings Rocks. The event was organized by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The coasting around Hastings Rocks appears to be a popular activity among the local people.

**Visiting Bandman At Hastings Rocks**

The patrons of Friday night's Police Band Concert at Hastings Rocks were given a special treat with a performance by Bandmaster Eddy Rogers of the British Guiana Militia Band. Rogers, who is noted for his handling of instruments, is a popular figure in the Militia Band, during which time he has taken part in the musical activities in that city.

**LITTLE THEATRE**

**Jaunacous Geal on Drug Charges**

Two juveniles, who had battled for their release by the police, have been found guilty of drug charges. They are currently in juvenile court for further proceedings.

**Hear Yesterdays**

**Use of Hemp**

Use of hemp in the manufacture of paper, clothing, and other products is being discussed by the government. The Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce is working on a project to study the potential of hemp as a raw material for various industries.

**Family Choice...**

Whatever the occasion, you can be certain of success if you choose one of the many lovely fabrics made and guaranteed* by Tootal. With their wide variety of beautiful textures, superb styling and wonderful colour range, trootal fabrics adapt themselves perfectly to every fashion need.

**TOOTAL GUARANTEED FABRICS**

**Thinking of REAL VALUES!!**

You'll find our Prices in -
ENAMELWARE PYREX WARE GLASSWARE AND ALUMINIUM KITCHEN WARE Attractive LET US BOOK YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.